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ECS, Elitegroup Computer Systems, founded in 1987, is a premier
manufacturer and supplier of several families of computer products to

the industry. . Elitegroup offers high performance motherboards,
graphics and desktop and desktop processors, storage systems,

audio, video and networking products, and everything for peripherals.
Elitegroup is the market leader in terms of quality, performance,

usability and overall reliability. Elitegroup is proud to be one of the
leaders in motherboards, graphics cards, desktops, PCs, desktops,

PCs, audio, video and networking.
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ECS eDLU utility makes updating drivers fast and easy. Ecs
(Elitegroup) H61H2-MV motherboard firmware update H61H2MV.

From this page you can download the latest ECS (Elitegroup)
H61H2-MV motherboard bios version.1. Field of the Invention The
present invention relates to an image processing apparatus which

extracts correlation between image data and a region to be extracted
from the extracted image data as a feature value to perform pattern

recognition by using the extracted feature value. 2. Related
Background Art Conventionally, there has been proposed a system for
reading out a still image such as a stored photograph to convert the

read out image into an electronic image data and detecting a specific
person by performing pattern recognition on a face from the

electronic image data. For example, in the case where a person is to
be detected from an electronic image data, when a specific person is

out of focus in a face of a still image, a face pattern of a person in
focus is extracted as a feature value from an electronic image data.
The feature value is compared with a feature value of the specific

person, which is registered as a characteristic pattern, thereby
detecting the specific person from the electronic image data. In the
case where the specific person to be detected is out of focus in the

face of the stored image, the face pattern of the specific person tends
to be reduced in size. Therefore, if a face region is extracted in the
same manner as in the case of the stored image, the face region

sometimes includes a region which corresponds to a portion of the
specific person to be detected with a high probability. Thus, there has

been considered a method for performing pattern recognition by
setting the face region as an image on the assumption that the

specific person is out of focus. However, even if the face region is set,
a characteristic pattern extracted from a detected face region of a

specific person tends to have a low degree of similarity with a
characteristic pattern of the specific person, making it difficult to
perform pattern recognition. In contrast, a characteristic pattern

extracted from a face region of another person tends to have a high
degree of similarity with a characteristic pattern of the other person.
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For this reason, there have been known a process for performing
pattern recognition by extracting a feature value (or a characteristic
pattern) of a person's face region by an optimum method, such as a

pattern matching method (for example, see Japanese Patent
Application Laid-open No. 60- c6a93da74d
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